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QUESTION 1

DRAG DROP 

You have an Azure Stack Hub integrated system that uses an Azure Active Directory (Azure AD) tenant named
contoso.onmicrosoft.com as an identity provider. 

You need to ensure that users from an Azure AD tenant named fabrikam.onmicrosoft.com can authenticate to the
integrated system. 

Which four actions should you perform in sequence? To answer, move the appropriate actions from the list of actions to
the answer area and arrange them in the correct order. 

Select and Place: 

Correct Answer: 
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Reference: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure-stack/operator/azure-stack-enable-multitenancy?view=azs-2008 

 

QUESTION 2

HOTSPOT 

You have an Azure Stack Hub integrated system that uses an Active Directory (Azure AD) tenant named contoso.com. 

An Azure Stack Hub operator named Operator1 receives the alert shown in the following exhibit. 

Use the drop-down menus to select the answer choice that completes each statement based on the information
presented in the graphic. NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point. 

Hot Area: 
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Correct Answer: 

 

 

QUESTION 3

You plan to publish a custom Azure Stack Hub Marketplace image. 

You need to define the name of the image, the name of the offer, and the name of the tenant that tenants will see when
they deploy the image. 

Which JSON file should you modify? 

A. Manifest json 

B. Default Template json 

C. UIDefinitionjson 

D. Createduidefinition.json 

Correct Answer: A 
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Note: Create a Marketplace item 

To create a custom marketplace item, do the following: 

1.

 Download the Azure Gallery Packager tool 

2.

 Create an Azure Resource Manager template or use our sample templates for Windows/Linux. These sample
templates are provided in the packager tool .zip file you downloaded in step 1. 

3.

 Replace the following highlighted values (those with numbers) in the Manifest.json template with the value that you
provided when uploading your custom image. 

4.

 Replace the following highlighted values (those with numbers) in the Manifest.json template with the value that you
provided when uploading your custom image. 

5.

 Replace the following highlighted values (those with numbers) in the Manifest.json template with the value that you
provided when uploading your custom image. 

The following template is a sample of the Manifest.json file: 

{ 

"$schema": "https://gallery.azure.com/schemas/2015-10-01/manifest.json#", "name": "Test", (1) 

"publisher": "", (2) 

"version": "", (3) 

"displayName": "ms-resource:displayName", (4) 

"publisherDisplayName": "ms-resource:publisherDisplayName", (5) "publisherLegalName": "ms-
resource:publisherDisplayName", (6) "summary": "ms-resource:summary", "longSummary": "ms-
resource:longSummary", 

"description": "ms-resource:description", 

"longDescription": "ms-resource:description", 

"links": [ 

{ "displayName": "ms-resource:documentationLink", "uri": 

"http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=532898" } ], 

"artifacts": [ 

{ 
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"isDefault": true 

} 

], 

"images": [{ 

"context": "ibiza", 

"items": [{ 

"id": "small", 

"path": "icons\\Small.png", (7) 

"type": "icon" 

}, 

{ 

"id": "medium", 

"path": "icons\\Medium.png", 

"type": "icon" 

}, 

{ 

"id": "large", 

"path": "icons\\Large.png", 

"type": "icon" 

}, 

{ 

"id": "wide", 

"path": "icons\\Wide.png", 

"type": "icon" 

}] 

}] 

} 

The following list explains the preceding numbered values in the example template: 

(1)
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 - The name of the offer. 

(2)

 - The name of the publisher, without a space. (3) - The version of your template, without a space. 

(4)

 - The name that customers see. 

(5)

 - The publisher name that customers see. 

(6)

 - The publisher legal name. 

(7)

 - The path and name for each icon. 

Reference: https://learn.microsoft.com/en-us/azure-stack/operator/azure-stack-create-and- publish-marketplace-item 

 

QUESTION 4

HOTSPOT 

You have a disconnected Azure Stack Hub integrated system that will be used in production. 

You need to obtain a token to register the integrated system. 

How should you complete the PowerShell script? To answer, select the appropriate options in the answer area 

NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point. 

Hot Area: 

Correct Answer: 
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Box 1: $false 

Get-AzsRegistrationToken generates a registration token from the input parameters. 

Parameter: UsageReportingEnabled True/False 

Azure Stack Hub reports usage metrics by default. Operators with capacity uses or supporting a disconnected
environment need to turn off usage reporting. Allowed values for this parameter are: True, False. 

Box 2: Capacity 

BillingModel String 

The billing model that your subscription uses. Allowed values for this parameter are: 

Capacity, PayAsYouUse, and Development. 

With a disconnected deployment, you\\'re limited to an Active Directory Federation Services (AD FS) identity store and
the capacity-based billing model. 

 

QUESTION 5

DRAG DROP 

You have an Azure Stack Hub integrated system. 

You install the Azure Gallery Packager (.azpkg) tool on a management workstation. 

You need to define a custom Azure Stack Hub Marketplace item that will provision a virtual machine from a base
image. 

Which file should you configure for each requirement? To answer, drag the appropriate files to the correct
requirements. 

Each file may be used once, more than once, or not at all. You may need to drag the split bar between panes or scroll to
view content. 

Select and Place: 
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Correct Answer: 
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QUESTION 6

HOTSPOT 

You have an Azure Stack Hub integrated system that uses an Azure Active Directory (Azure AD) tenant named
fabrikam.com as an identity provider. The integrated system region name is region1, and the external domain name is 

fabrikam.com. 

The integrated system has the following domains enabled for multitenancy: 

1. 

fabrikam.onmicrosoft.com 

2. 

contoso.onmicrosoft.com 

3. 

fabrikam.com 

4. 

contoso.com 

You need to disable multitenancy for contoso.com. 

How should you complete the PowerShell script? To answer, select the appropriate options in the answer area. 

NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point. 

Hot Area: 

Correct Answer: 
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Reference: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure-stack/operator/azure-stack-enable-multitenancy?view=azs-2008 

 

QUESTION 7

You remove all the workloads from the int1 region and change the registration model to capacity. 

You prepare additional Azure AD tenants for each partner. 

You need to configure multitenancy. 

Which two actions should you perform for each guest tenant? Each correct answer presents part of the solution. 

NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point. 

A. Run the Register-AzSWithMyDirectoryTenant cmdlet and specify https://management.int1. northwind.com as the
endpoint. 

B. Run the Register-AzSGuestDirectoryTenant cmdlet and specify https://management.int1. northwind.com as the
endpoint. 

C. Run the Register-AzSGuestDirectoryTenant cmdlet and specify https://adminmanagement.int1. northwind.com as the
endpoint. 

D. Change the registration model to pay-as-you-use. 

E. Run the Register-AzSWithMyDirectoryTenant cmdlet and specify https://adminmanagement.int1. northwind.com as
the endpoint. 

Correct Answer: AC 

Reference: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure-stack/operator/azure-stack-enable-multitenancy?view=azs-2008 

 

QUESTION 8

DRAG DROP 

You have an Azure Stack Hub integrated system that contains a guest Azure AD tenant named fabrikam.com. 
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You need to unregister fabrikam.com. 

Which three actions should you perform in sequence? To answer, move the appropriate actions from the list of actions
to the answer area and arrange them in the correct order. 

Select and Place: 

Correct Answer: 

Step 1: Connect to the Azure Resource Manager (ARM) endpoint Compare to the steps in the note below. 

Use https://adminmanagement.. 
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Azure Resource Manager (administrator) 

Adminmanagement.. 

Azure Resource Manager (user) 

Management.. 

Step 2: Run the register-AzSGuestDirectoryTenant cmdlet. 

Unregister a guest directory 

If you no longer want to allow sign-ins to Azure Stack Hub services from a guest directory tenant, you can unregister the
directory. Again, both the home Azure Stack Hub directory and guest directory need to be configured. 

Configure guest directory Step 3: Instruct the global administrator of fabrikam.com to run the register-
AzsWithMyDirectoryTenant cmdlet. Configure guest directory Note: Enabling AAD Multi-Tenancy in Azure Stack 

Allowing users and service principals from multiple AAD directory tenants to sign in and create resources on Azure
Stack. There are two personas involved in implementing this scenario. 

1. The Administrator of the Azure Stack installation 

2. The Directory Tenant Administrator of the directory that needs to be onboarded to Azure Stack 

Step 1: Onboard the Guest Directory Tenant to Azure Stack This step will let Azure Resource manager know that it can
accept users and service principals from the guest directory tenant. 

$adminARMEndpoint = "https://adminmanagement.." $azureStackDirectoryTenant = ".onmicrosoft.com" # this is the
primary tenant Azure Stack is registered to 

$guestDirectoryTenantToBeOnboarded = ".onmicrosoft.com" # this is the new tenant that needs to be onboarded to
Azure Stack $location = "local" 

Register-AzsGuestDirectoryTenant -AdminResourceManagerEndpoint $adminARMEndpoint ` 

-DirectoryTenantName $azureStackDirectoryTenant ` -GuestDirectoryTenantName
$guestDirectoryTenantToBeOnboarded ` -ResourceGroupName "system.local" ` 

-Location $location 

With this step, the work of the Azure Stack administrator is done. 

Guest Directory Tenant Administrator 

Step 2: Registering Azure Stack applications with the Guest Directory Execute the following cmdlet as the administrator
of the directory that needs to be onboarded, replacing $guestDirectoryTenantName with your directory domain name 

$tenantARMEndpoint = "https://management.." $guestDirectoryTenantName = ".onmicrosoft.com" # this is the new
tenant that needs to be onboarded to Azure Stack 

Register-AzsWithMyDirectoryTenant -TenantResourceManagerEndpoint $tenantARMEndpoint ` -DirectoryTenantName
$guestDirectoryTenantName 

 

QUESTION 9
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The priv2 region is redeployed according to the planned changes. 

You need to restore App Service. 

Which three components should you restore? Each correct answer presents part of the solution. 

NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point. 

A. the App Service roles and services 

B. the file server share content 

C. the infrastructure backup 

D. the worker role virtual machine 

E. the App Service databases 

F. the default domain certificate 

Correct Answer: ABE 

Reference: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure-stack/operator/app-service-recover?view=azs-2008 

 

QUESTION 10

You have an Azure Stack Hub integrated system. 

You are an operator, and you have read access to a user subscription named Fabrikam1. 

Users in Fabrikam1 request help creating a custom role-based access control (RBAC) role based on an existing built-in
Azure role. 

You connect to the Azure subscription, create the respective role definition, and save the role definition as a JSON file. 

Which three actions should you perform to create the custom role? Each correct answer presents part of the solution. 

NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point. 

A. Request owner access to the user subscription. 

B. Modify the custom role definition to include the target subscription ID as an AssignableScope, set the IsCustom field
to true, and set Id to Null. 

C. Connect to the administrator management endpoint and run the New-AzureRmRoleDefinition cmdlet. 

D. Connect to the user management endpoint and run the New-AzureRmRoleDefinition cmdlet. 

E. Modify the custom role definition to include the target default provider subscription ID as an AssignableScope, set the
IsCustom field to true, and set Id to Null. 

Correct Answer: ABD 

Reference: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/role-based-access-control/tutorial-custom-role- powershell 
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QUESTION 11

DRAG DROP 

You have an Azure Stack Hub integrated system that uses an Azure Active Directory (Azure AD) identity provider. 

You have a group named AppGroup1. 

You need to provide an application with the ability to access Azure Stack Hub resources by using AppGroup1. 

Which four actions should you perform in sequence? To answer, move the appropriate actions from the list of actions to
the answer area and arrange them in the correct order. 

Select and Place: 

Correct Answer: 
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Reference: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure-stack/operator/azure-stack-create-service-
principals?view=azs-2008andtabs=az1%2Caz2andpivots=state-connected 

 

QUESTION 12

You have a connected Azure Stack Hub integrated system. 

You deploy an Operator Access Workstation (OAW). 

You need to sign in to the OAW. 

Which account should you use? 

A. AdminUser 

B. AzureStackAdmin 

C. CloudAdmin 

D. GUser 

Correct Answer: A 

User account policy 

The following user account policy is applied to the OAW VM: 

Built-in Administrator username: AdminUser 
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MinimumPasswordLength = 14 

PasswordComplexity is enabled 

MinimumPasswordAge = 1 (day) 

MaximumPasswordAge = 42 (days) 

NewGuestName = GUser (disabled by default) 

Reference: 

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/azure-stack-docs/blob/main/azure- stack/operator/operator-access-workstation.md 

 

QUESTION 13

You have an Azure Stack Hub integrated system that is disconnected from the internet. The integrated system contains
an Azure App Service deployment. 

You anticipate a major increase in new App Service workloads. The integrated system has the required hardware to
handle the increased demand. 

You need to ensure that App Service can support the increased workloads. 

Which three actions should you perform? Each correct answer presents part of the solution. 

NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point. 

A. Increase the user subscription quotas. 

B. Add an additional scale unit node. 

C. From the user portal, increase workers in App Service. 

D. Enable new identity and access management roles for the user subscription. 

E. From the administrator portal, increase workers in App Service. 

Correct Answer: ABE 

Reference: 

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure-stack/operator/azure-stack-app-service-add- worker-
roles?view=azs-2008andtabs=az 

 

QUESTION 14

DRAG DROP 

You have an Azure Stack Hub integrated system that is enabled for multi-tenancy and contains a user subscription. The
subscription contains a user named User1. 

The integrated system has the following configurations: 
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Region name: region1 

Fully qualified domain name (FQDN): contoso.com 

You need to identify which gallery endpoint URI User1 must use. 

How should you complete the script? To answer, drag the appropriate values to the correct targets. Each value may be
used once, more than once, or net at all. You may need to drag the split bar between panes or scroll to view content. 

NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point. 

Select and Place: 

Correct Answer: 

Box 1: portal. 

A DNS entry is created for each endpoint in the external DNS zone that\\'s specified at deployment time. For example,
the user portal is assigned the DNS host entry of portal... 

* Portal (user) Portal.. 
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Box 2: region1. 

Note: Once your item has been successfully published to the marketplace, you can delete the content from the storage
account. 

All default gallery artifacts and your custom gallery artifacts are now accessible without authentication under the
following URLs: https://galleryartifacts.adminhosting.[Region].[externalFQDN]/artifact/20161101/[TemplateN
ame]/DeploymentTemplates/Template.json
https://galleryartifacts.hosting.[Region].[externalFQDN]/artifact/20161101/[TemplateName]/
DeploymentTemplates/Template.json 

 

QUESTION 15

DRAG DROP 

You have an Azure Stack Hub integrated system that has syslog forwarding configured. 

You need to remove syslog forwarding and the associated certificate. 

Which three actions should you perform in sequence? To answer, move the appropriate actions from the list of actions
to the answer area and arrange them in the correct order. 

Select and Place: 

Correct Answer: 
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Reference: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure-stack/operator/azure-stack-integrate-security?view=azs-2008 
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